no	EAST  AGAIN
Not only are other river steamers passed but there are also
hundreds of sailing craft, varying from a species of junk that looks
seaworthy to frail curved boats with rising peak and stern, like
crescent moons in shape.   Near Goalundo many of these were
joined stem to stern, forming light bridges high above the water
by which the fishermen, spreading or drawing in their nets,
could pass from boat to boat.   The paddlers, sometimes number-
ing between twelve and twenty men, sit perched on the raised
ends of their light craft and churn the water into foam with their
quick strokes.   As we proceed up the river the scenery becomes
monotonous, long  sandy islands  and  banks,  formed  by the
current only to be washed away again, spread far and wide
over the river bed.   Yet even here the industrious Bengali is at
work and along the mud flats his patient cattle drag the primitive
plough, for there is time to sow and reap a crop of barley before
the river rises and floods the islands,    Less and less the steamer
approaches the shore and the villages in  their palm groves
appear far away, seen across wide stretches of shallow water
and endless mud.    At night our searchlight illuminates the
track ahead and where the navigation is difficult, the bamboo
canes, like silver wands, mark the course.   This buoying of the
river necessitates the employment of many boats and many men,
whose sole occupation is in discovering and marking the channels
by which the steamers can proceed.    Even with this assistance
the difficulties of navigation are immense and it requires the
most minute and constant attention from the pilot-captains of the
ships to avoid delays and mishaps.   Large numbers of crocodiles
frequented the mud banks.    Sometimes they lay still and only
hurried into the water when the wash of the steamer disturbed
them*  At other times they would disappear—and how quickly—
before we drew near.    Often a small bank, just awash, would
harbour a dozen or more, big and small, and now and again a
solitary monster was seen, black and forbidding.
Rivers have great charm even though sand banks and mud
flats may grow monotonous. The boats, the waterfowl, the
effects of light and shade, the glimpse of native life ashore—&
village festival with gaily dressed people and the sound of drums
and shrill pipes—seen from the deck of a comfortable steamer
rendered my solitary voyage of nearly a, fortnight very restful and
very pleasant. Sometimes the sky was overcast and the river
and the Clouds and the far-off hills took the hue of tarnished
silver, differing in depths but not in tone* It was then perhaps

